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Annex 1
to the technical regulations of the
Customs Union «On safety devices,
operating on fuel gas» (TR CU
016/2011)

LIST gas-using equipment, in relation to the requirements of technical regulations
Customs union «On safety devices, operating on fuel gas»
Type (type)

Form of conformity

Gas-using equipment designed for cooking, heating and hot water
Heating devices for household gas (heating units, and combined with
the water system, heaters, fireplaces, stoves, air conditioners with
Certification
integrated gas burner)
Gas household appliances for cooking and heating food (plates, panel
cookers, brass cabinets, grills, cookers, having at least one gas
Certification
burner)
Instantaneous gas water heating devices
Certification
Apparatuses capacitive gas water heaters
Certification
Declaration of
Plates and Tagan Portable gas and tourism
Conformity
Declaration of
Gas household lamps
Conformity
Gas burners household infrared devices for domestic gas-burning
Declaration of
vehicles
Conformity
Gas Boilers (up to 100 kW)
Certification
Gas Boilers (100 kW)
Certification
Thermal gas equipment for catering and food units (boilers cooker
stationary, kitchen stoves, vehicles and cooker roasting, frying tipping,
Certification
grills, fryers, equipment for heating and boiling liquids, steam tables
for the first and second courses)
Gas burners, industrial special purpose (heating "light" infrared
Certification
radiation)
Radiant heaters gas closed (emitters "dark")
Certification
Heaters Gas Industry (recuperative and mixing), including with block
Certification
heaters blowing burners, air conditioners with integrated gas burner
Gas heat generators for livestock buildings
Certification
Declaration of
Gas brooders for poultry
Conformity
Block automatic burner
Gas burners, industrial block
Dual fuel burners, industrial block

Certification
Certification

Devices designed for installation in equipment
Gas pressure regulators, operating without an external source of
energy
Regulators (reducers) for gas cylinders
Instrumentation and automation for gas burners and appliances
(blocks and panels for automatic ignition)
Gas-regulating valves and shut-off safety (automatic shut-off valves,
pressure regulators, thermoelectric flame supervision devices, valves,
thermostats, mechanical)
Flexible connection for gas burners and appliances

Certification
Certification
Declaration of
Conformity
Declaration of
Conformity
Certification

